
Chapter 3
Cities as Spatial and Social Networks:
Towards a Spatio-Socio-Semantic
Analysis Framework

Wei Luo, Yaoli Wang, Xi Liu and Song Gao

3.1 Introduction

Cities have become highly interconnected techno-social systems embedded with
intricate and complicated spatial and social networks (e.g., transportation,
telecommunication, and internet). A variety of flows (e.g., daily commuting,
information, and disease spread) are disseminated through these complex networks
(e.g., road networks, human contact networks) within cities. Batty (2013) proposed
to view cities as systems consisting of points, flows, and networks in order to
understand the underlying structure of cities beneath the urban form. Traditionally,
spatial analysis concentrates on the identification of spatial patterns and physical
movement flows (e.g., disease, crime, and travel) from the perspective of geo-
graphical locations (Bailey and Gatrell 1995). However, physical movements are
also driven by social network factors that have been overlooked (Andris et al.
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2018). Social network drives human interactions that induce travel movement
(Crandall et al. 2010; Yuan et al. 2012b; Bapierre et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015).
For example, Cho et al. (2011) found that human short-range travel, which is
periodic both geographically and temporally, is not influenced by social network
structure; while long-distance travel is more impacted by social network ties. Such
patterns have called on the necessity of the marriage between geographical and
social network space (Geo-social space), which contributes to further insights into
the interactive evolution in both spaces (Batty 2003). Both Luo and MacEachren
(2014) and Andris (2016) thoroughly discussed the intimate connections between
the two spaces and described the relevant techniques that allow for a combined
spatial analysis and social network analysis.

Geo-social space provides new opportunities to explore the complex interactions
within cities, but such integration is still short of one important component—
semantic space. Semantics study the logic aspects of meanings behind behaviours
and phenomena, such as motivation, sense, reference, and implications. It contains
at least two levels: conceptual and formal. Conceptual semantics focus more on the
cognitive aspects while formal semantics lie in the logical reasoning perspectives.
In urban studies, the essential role of semantics is to develop deeper insights into
the motivations of spatial behaviors (Yan et al. 2011; Ying et al. 2011). For
example, similar travel patterns and activity spaces can be driven by semantics (i.e.,
the reasons and motivations behind such activities). Though social network can
reinforce the similarity of two or multiple individuals’ travel behaviors, it should
also include the travel aims (i.e., what you do rather than where you go) as well.
Semantics also explains the functionality structure of cities, and why different parts
of a city are connected. For example, two relatively far-away regions in a city may
be closely connected due to commutes of certain groups of people. In public health,
semantics explains how an infectious disease is transmitted because of certain types
of disease (e.g., influenza) and human activities, so it determines human trans-
mission network over geographical space. In social segregation, semantics explains
why certain activities are to be conducted collectively instead of individually, so it
also overcomes the coincidence by chance. Recent research has found that social
network is associated with spatial overlap (Luo et al. 2011; Radil et al. 2013; Luo
et al. 2014), but it is hard to conclude that spatial/social connections are always
associated with semantic similarity. The ability to explain spatial-social behaviors
makes semantics an irreplaceable complement to the geo-social systems. Semantics
distinguishes network analysis from abstract network analysis by mathematical
studies and network analysis embedded in urban context by geographical studies.

The interconnections of spatial, social, and semantic domains are not yet well
recognized, let alone the deeper theoretical integration of geography, social net-
work, and semantics. Knowledge into the integration of geographical, social, and
semantic space is far less than sufficient due to the lack of recognition on its
importance, restricted access to datasets, and insufficient methods of analysis. In
order to fill the gap, this work proposes a novel theoretical framework for the
integration of spatial, social and semantic spaces for the urban study based on the
discussion of four diverse but inherently connected research domains: urban
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transportation, urban structure and land use, geo-social segregation, and infectious
disease transmission and control. The framework aims to improve urban studies
through the spatial-socio-semantic integration. We also summarize the available
datasets and discuss their advantages and disadvantages in studying the interaction
among geographical, social, and semantics spaces. We conclude the vision paper by
discussing potential future research challenges for advancing the integration of
spatio-socio-semantic spaces.

3.2 Literature Review

The urgency of the integration of spatial, social, and semantic aspects emerges from
the observations and reflections in existing works from different application
domains. We will discuss four particular domains in the context of urban studies in
detail, i.e., transportation, spatial and social segregation, urban structure and land
use, and air-borne infectious disease transmission and control. These four domains
share a common characteristic that is human movement and interactions in which a
combined perspective of spatial, social and semantic analysis will be introduced.

3.2.1 Transportation

The interaction between human travel and social network has been realized in
recent years. Presumably, social network contacts are possible to indicate similarity
in travel behaviors in addition to random spatio-temporal co-occurrence, because
they may travel together for the same activities, or have similar daily routines.
However, spatial movement, i.e., the trajectories in particular, is not equivalent to
travel behaviors, of which the latter conveys more the semantics behind a spatial
location, e.g., the function and service provided by a place (Adams and McKenzie
2013; Tuan 2013; Liu et al. 2015). For example, the sequence of activity types
(work—grocery, shopping—home) to be conducted during a day may be similar
while the spatio-temporal trajectories different, which highlights the importance of
activity-based travel analysis (Bhat and Koppelman 1999; Wang et al. 2016). Also,
people showing up at similar places or exactly the same place may conduct different
activities. Many existing works on analyzing the stops of movements (e.g., Miklas
et al. 2007; Eagle et al. 2009; Crandall et al. 2010; Bapierre et al. 2015; Hu et al.
2015; Toole et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015) focus on the association between social
network and location similarity rather than travel behavior similarity. The spatial
similarity of social network contacts has also been considered in trajectory-mining
to infer social connections by measuring geometrically the spatio-temporal over-
lapping between two trajectories (Li et al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2011). However, this
is yet identical to travel behavior similarity between persons beyond simply
spatio-temporal coincidence. Two overlapped trajectories are not guaranteed to
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infer social interaction to a great extent due to random coincidence, unless semantic
information is infused to attest that people have similar travel aims or activities that
might indicate shared travel activity.

Locations actually are not equally effective as the indicator for social network
since some locations are overall more popular and one location can be
multi-functional (Cranshaw et al. 2010; Pham et al. 2013). The challenges come
from many technical difficulties of a comprehensive socio-semantic trajectory
analysis. Parent et al. (2013) did a thorough survey on semantic trajectory analysis,
specifying the importance of spatio-temporal semantics for travel behavior analysis
for stops (e.g., Liao et al. 2005; Li et al. 2008; Xie et al. 2009), movements (e.g.,
Zheng et al. 2010; Xiao et al. 2015), individual and collective trajectories, and many
methods. It is pointed out that no precise definition of trajectory behavior is
reached. Trajectory behaviors can be an individual’s selection of travel mode on
different travel segments, the travel schedules/activities of a person, or a group of
people’s convergence to a same destination, bundled travel, to name a few.
A thorough understanding of travel behavior depends on the (spatio-temporal)
granularity and richness (how many details) of semantics collected on that geo-
metric segment. Some trajectory data only contains geographic location and
timestamp, while others contain travel mode, the number of co-travellers, and the
activities at the destination. Moreover, there is still inadequate work to find the
linkage between semantics of travel and stops. For example, the association remains
unknown between the frequency of travel mode choice and certain travel aims.

3.2.2 Spatial and Social Segregation

Spatial and social networks are intertwined. Although some studies on the infor-
mation age have argued for “the death of distance” in the cyberspace (Cairncross
2001), scholars still find that distance plays an important role in virtual space, e.g.,
human telecommunications and social media platforms on the Internet (Ratti et al.
2010; Han et al. 2015). Geo-social network analysis facilitates the understanding of
social behaviors that relate to both the structure of the network and the relative
location-context in physical space. For example, Radil et al. (2010) investigated the
network structure and geographical context of gang violence in Los Angeles,
showing the effectiveness of spatialized social network analysis that allows for
real-time examination on social actors’ positions in spatial and social networks
simultaneously. The analysis identified gangs that are similarly embedded in the
territorial geography and positioned in the rivalry network. Underlying spatial
structures can be revealed by social network analysis as well. Thiemann et al.
(2010) analyzed a human travel network represented by the circulation of ban-
knotes, finding that the effective boundaries partially overlap with existing
administrative borders and also physical barriers like rivers and mountains. Also, by
applying a network-partitioning algorithm on a large telecommunication database in
Great Britain, Ratti et al. (2010) also found geographically cohesive
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telecommunication regions that correspond remarkably well with administrative
regions. Similarly, Gao et al. (2013b) employed a modularity-based network
community detection method to successfully identify urban phone-call interaction
patterns in both cyberspace and physical space; they also discovered anomalies
relating to urban functional regions and human activities. Network community
structure in the cyberspace can also be taken as proxies for the society. Walsh and
Pozdnoukhov (2011) found a clear phone-call communication divide between the
south and the north in Dublin, Ireland, where there is also a social divide between
these two regions separated by a physical barrier—the River Liffey. In another
study in Senegal, Gao et al. (2015) discovered that both digital divide and physical
divide existed in a developing country via large-scale mobile phone data analysis.
Those new datasets generated from emerging information communication tech-
nologies usually have high spatiotemporal resolution but lack rich individual
semantics. Traditionally, social segregation patterns are revealed based on the
analysis on demographic data, household income and transportation survey data.
The integration of spatio-social-semantic spaces will provide a more holistic per-
spective for understanding geo-social segregation and environmental factors.

3.2.3 Urban Structure and Land Use

Although cities are usually planned and designed through a top-down approach,
human movement is able to show how cities are actually used by their residents.
Scholars tried to infer the function of regions from the complex travel flow system
in cities since 1970s (Goddard 1970). Current literature mostly focus on revealing
the sub-regional structure and/or polycentric structure based on various
human-mobility related data (Roth et al. 2011; Cranshaw et al. 2012; Yuan et al.
2012a; Liu et al. 2015a; Sun and Axhausen 2016), as well as temporal changes of
urban structure and the influence on people’s travel behaviors (Zhong et al. 2014;
Sun and Axhausen 2016).

Social networks reflect urban structures on a more ‘intangible’ perspective.
Similar to spatial networks, we can also get a sub-regional structure of cities based
on social networks. This structures emphasize more on social divide instead of
physical divide (Gao et al. 2015). Social networks also affect the urban space by
influencing the interactions among people and social communities. For example,
cross community dyads may generate new travel flows to connect places that have
few interactions (Andris 2016). However, spatial and social connections alone
cannot tell us ‘why’ certain urban structures are formed. While spatial and social
networks reflect urban structure and land use based on spatial/social flows and
activity intensities of people, semantics provide explanations for these underlying
patterns. By enriching the semantics of urban flows, we are able to have more
precise understanding on urban structure and land use, which can aid the policy
making process. For example, if we know that two areas in a city are connected by
the commuting behaviors of home-work separated people, we would be able to
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design and plan related facilities in cities to assist or reduce their commuting time
and cost. Some studies are trying to incorporate semantics into social and spatial
analysis: they use point of interests (POI) data to infer trip purposes (Gong et al.
2016) or area functions (Yuan et al. 2012a). It is also possible to link topics mined
from Twitter to trajectories by location and time (Kling and Pozdnoukhov 2012).
The activity transitions between origin and destination of trips have also been used
to improve land use inference precision (Liu et al. 2016).

3.2.4 Air-Borne Infectious Disease Transmission
and Control

Cities play an important role in fostering and amplifying the transmission of air-borne
diseases (e.g., influenza) because of dense human contacts within cities (Meade and
Earickson 2005) and both intra-city and inter-city movements (Grenfell et al. 2001).
Infectious disease transmission is a mutual interaction of social and spatial rela-
tionships among individuals and locations (Bian 2004). Spatial heterogeneity in the
population distribution determines the spatial layout of disease transmission while the
frequent city-wide travel of individuals contribute to the temporal sequence of
transmission (Mao and Bian 2010b). A travel-based vaccination strategy (i.e., pri-
oritizing the frequent city-wide travelers) is preferable for a population with a large
number of intercommunity travelers in urban areas (Mao and Bian 2010a). Guo
(2007) discovered sub-regional structure within cities based on human mobility data,
which can provide valuable insight for designing effective pandemic control mea-
sures. Luo et al. (2018) further found that vaccination strategies considering the
sub-regional structure within an urbanized area can lead to a significant reduction of
epidemic size because they can prevent spread to other regions.

Infectious disease simulation models help understand disease transmission
mechanism in both geographical and social spaces, whereas internet and social
media platforms such as Twitter open the new way to monitor the disease outbreak.
Google Flu Trends (GFT) rely on flu-related search terms from which the estimated
prevalence is calculated based on both semantic data mining and computer mod-
elling have exactly matched the surveillance data from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) (Butler 2013). Compared to CDC, GFT can span
much larger population and deliver faster estimates, but significantly overestimated
peak flu levels. Similar research have been conducted using tweets with a mention
of flu indicators and found a high correlation with CDC data (Aramaki et al. 2011;
Lampos and Cristianini 2010). Thus, such new flu-tracking techniques can com-
plement the CDC data to help build regression models to predict influenza-like
illness (ILI) activity data from “sentinel” medical practices collected by CDC
(Achrekar et al. 2011). The geolocation of tweets and early prediction of influenza
outbreak are most important aspects to reduce impacts and help authorities plan
their response in time critical situations.
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The above discussion of four domains demonstrates that though semantic
analysis has the potential to enrich urban studies, most research only focus on
geo-social perspective with little or implicitly semantic components. Semantics can
reveal human purposes and behaviors from both cognitive and logical reasoning
perspectives, whereas geo-social analysis focuses more on the observed human
interaction and movement patterns in the urban context. Semantics would come
underneath as the latent information to explain the observed patterns in both geo-
graphical and social spaces, but the integration of both geo-social and semantics
analysis is still limited. Thus, in the following section, we propose a combined
framework of spatial, social and semantic analysis that is essential to future urban
studies.

3.3 Conceptual Framework

Here, we propose a spatio-socio-semantic conceptual analysis framework to
understand city-related topics from a comprehensive perspective. The framework is
focused on the 3-S (spatio-socio-semantic) aspects in a layered manner that marks
their different roles in the system. In the spatio-socio-semantic analysis framework
(Fig. 3.1), spatial and social networks are closely intertwined in city systems as
geo-social systems (Luo and MacEachren 2014). While spatial behaviors are
conventionally the direct observations of geography studies, social network has
been gaining attention as it is both the driver for and the result of spatial behaviors.
Social connections between people have strong influence on their decisions about
when and where to travel and stay, which formulates the egg-and-chicken problem
on the mutual interactions between spatial and social behaviors. People travel for
social purposes when they build up new social links via spatial encounter. Thus,
modeling people’s behaviors in a connected network instead of isolated individuals
is a necessity to study cities.

In addition to the duo of spatial and social aspects, semantics come underneath
as the latent information to explain their behaviors in both geographical and social
spaces. Semantics provide information, such as activity types of people, to enrich
the geo-social models for spatial phenomena. Semantics infer the activity behind
people’s spatial choices and the functions of places, transform coordinates of
trajectories/spatial flows into certain types of activities, and remark locations in
space with meaningful labels of functions of cities. While semantics are usually
implicitly recognized, we are proposing a way to explicitly express and analyze
semantics in geographical studies. For example, Gao et al. (2013a) proposed novel
analysis operators of place-based GIS joins according to the semantics in order to
complement traditional geometric reference systems that include coordinates, dis-
tances, topology, and directions. Specifically, these analysis operations need to take
geographical background information and/or human cognition and descriptions on
places to decide which point should be joined to which region. Additionally,
semantics extract the general behavioral patterns in space regardless of specific
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geographic coordinate locations. This is a recall of the importance of non-spatial
attributes attached to spatial entities. For instance, the pattern of travel flow in the
morning is usually inbound to city center for work, and outbound from city back
home is widely observed in different cities. The semantic knowledge is not geo-
graphically constrained. Such non-spatial information helps to explain spatial
behaviors from individual and collaborative (i.e., multiple persons’) perspectives.
The daily travel pattern induced by activity regularities is of a higher hierarchical
level to the pattern detected from location-visiting regularities in space. The study
of the activity regularities potentially contributes to activity-based travel analysis
(e.g., Axhausen and Gärling 1992; Bhat and Koppelman 1999; Wang et al. 2016).
The disease dispersion in space is likely to have similar spatial pattern regardless of
particular geographical locations. For example, air-borne disease outbreak tends to
spread from local growth to long distance transmission within cities (Mao and Bian
2010b) or from large ‘hub’ cities to smaller ‘satellite’ towns (Grenfell et al. 2001)
because of human spatio-temporal hierarchical travelling patterns.

Rather than an independent methodology, the proposed framework works as an
add-on to existing methods and models. Current methods, e.g., statistical analysis,
data mining, simulations, and other computational models are feasible, but should
bear the three factors of spatial, social, and semantic together. Spatial factor (in-
cluding both geographical and virtual space) is quantified according to the specific

Fig. 3.1 The spatio-socio-semantics analysis framework. While spatial and social perspectives are
closely intertwined as geo-social systems, semantics can enrich the systems by providing
information to explain people’s spatial behaviors and the aggregated patterns in cities
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study, e.g., range of an activity space, overlap of trajectories, the distribution and
range of detected communities, and the affected area by a disease. Social network
aspect is usually measured as the connection intensity between pairs of people,
which can be represented by, but not limited to, cell phone call time duration, the
number of calls or messages, and the number of shared friends. Semantic factor
exists throughout any geographical phenomena, but was not explicitly analyzed in
the past in geographical studies.

Semantic analysis in spatial studies is not restricted to such as text-mining or
natural language processing, or semantic trajectory mining. It is more about
understanding spatial processes from behavioral perspective rather than pure geo-
metrical perspective. For example, in travel behavior analysis, knowing the type of
activities can complement knowing just the locations of origin and destination; in
urban structure and land use, knowing more about people’s behaviors and ideas at
certain places can enhance our recognition of place and space; in social and spatial
segregation, knowing the type of flow (e.g., commuting flow or goods transport
flow) and the underlying land use is better than simply the directions and geometric
lengths of movements; in public health domain, knowing the type of disease as well
as its transmission properties, and the type of activities that are more vulnerable to
such transmission is better than only the spatial pattern of disease breakouts and
dissemination.

Note that semantics also exist in social factors. The background information on
the type of social link (e.g., friendship, phone call), the temporal stamps of link
construction and maintenance, and other attributes all belong to semantics.
A comprehensive framework of analysis is to bring generality into the duo-analysis
of spatio-social interaction, the generality represented by semantics that seemingly
diverse phenomena in particular scenarios may share common rules. The suggested
way is analyzing spatio-social processes based on genres, e.g., genres of flows, of
activities, of diseases, of land uses, of link types, of connection intensity. For
example, infectious disease is transmitted from one person to another through direct
or indirect contacts. The type of disease determines human contact network in
which the type of human activities in terms of both geographical and social spaces
are more vulnerable to such transmission. Chang et al. (2016) mapped HIV
prevalence among people in agrarian, trading, and fishing communities in Rakai,
Uganda, in which HIV prevalence shows substantial heterogeneities with the
highest prevalence in fishing communities. In this way, findings in one geo-
graphical area are comparable and maybe transferrable to another area. Particular
methods are contingent on specific fields.

3.4 Data Sources

The biggest challenge involved in urban related research from an integrative
spatio-socio-semantics perspective would be the requirement of high-quality spa-
tiotemporal datasets with semantics information. A combination of traditional data
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collection approach (e.g., households survey) with increasingly social-technological
approach (e.g., location-based social media) to collect individual travel, social
interaction behaviors, and semantic background information (e.g., tweet content)
could be a potentially good source to tackle those challenges.

Current data collection approach to capture spatio-socio-semantic information
relevant to urban studies include surveys, mobile devices, large scale human
interaction simulation models, socio-technological networks (e.g., location based
social media data), and sensor network (Table 3.1). Each of these approaches has
advantages and disadvantages to represent geographical, social, and semantic
aspects for different urban related research domains. Traditional survey approach
has detailed semantic information (e.g., activities for travels) and social interactions
relevant for disease transmission, but is often limited by an inherently low
spatio-temporal resolution and a small number of surveyed individuals. The use of
mobile devices can help to generate an ideal sample of social networks of the whole
city based on people’s reciprocal call patterns with high spatial resolution, but it
does not provide any semantic information. POI provides information on the
geographical location including details of semantic features (e.g., business, leisure).
Associating POI data with individual trips generated from survey data or mobile
devices, semantics of spatial flows (Alvares et al. 2007; Gong et al. 2016) and the
nature of a place could be inferred (McKenzie and Janowicz 2015). However, the
representativeness of such datasets is not guaranteed since it only shows activities
in certain contexts. Daily activities that take a majority of time fall into the shortage
of data.

While large scale human interaction simulation models with census data can
provide human travel and interaction information for transportation and disease
research, they cannot capture the spatio-temporal resolution for disease research and
can only provide limited semantic information (e.g., demographic information) for
both transportation and disease research. Socio-technological networks that can
provide large and long-term datasets on social interactions and semantics informa-
tion on each individual have been used to infer the function of that place and thus
potential travel demand (e.g., Yang et al. 2014; McKenzie and Janowicz 2015), the
latent events that triggered certain travels of people (Kling and Pozdnoukhov 2012;
Coffey and Pozdnoukhov 2013), and human health behaviors in the virtual space
(Lampos and Cristianini 2010; Aramaki et al. 2011). However, socio-technological
networks suffer from the low temporal resolution issues for both disease transmis-
sion and transportation research, as well as low spatial resolution issues for disease
transmission research. Socio-technological networks also require advanced
text-mining to filter out space-related semantics (Imran et al. 2016a). Sensor network
is the only approach which can capture perfect spatial resolution for human inter-
action that are transmitted through the close contact route, but cannot provide any
semantic information for privacy concerns. There are many non-behavioral datasets,
e.g., land use data, demographic dataset, which can be used to provide spatial or
semantic context to complement the above datasets on human behaviors.

We can see the advantages and disadvantages among different datasets when
studying urban research. An ongoing project Future Mobility Survey in Singapore
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can be very helpful to integrate spatio-socio-semantics aspects for transport mod-
eling purpose. The Future Mobility Survey (FMS) is a smartphone-based prompted
recall travel survey. It records the travel mode, the number of people who travel
together, and activities at the destination of travel, which are all potential resources
for inferring travel patterns rather than simply geographic locations. Travel patterns
for different activities may be varied from solo travel to group travel. The back-
ground information with enriched semantics thus will be able to facilitate deeper
insight into spatial movement flows.

3.5 Discussions and Challenges

The integrated spatio-social-semantics framework can help to explore several
interesting research areas including but not limited to: (1) understanding geo-social
dynamics in shaping neighborhoods with mixture of demographic characteristics
(race, income, social status) and the impact of people’s semantic activities;

Table 3.1 Pros and cons in terms of spatio-temporal, social, and semantic aspects among six data
collection methods.

Data
collection

Spatial/temporal
resolution

Social
interaction
size

Semantic
richness

Example

Survey Spatial: low
temporal: low

Small Limited Questionnaire

Mobile
device

Spatial: high
temporal: high
during call; low in
break

Large No Phone
call records

Socio-technological
networks

Spatial: depends
on domains
temporal: low

Large Enough Twitter,
Facebook check-in;
POI database (e.g.,
Yelp)

Large-scale
simulation models
with census data

Spatial/temporal:
depends on
domains

Large Limited Simulation
results

Sensor
network

Spatial: high
temporal: high

Small No Radiofrequency
identification devices
(RFID) (Cattuto et al.
2010)

Supplementary
database

Spatial/temporal:
depends on
domains

No Enough Land use
database;
demographic census

Data resolution, size, and richness in terms of spatial, social network, and semantics are application
dependent, so several descriptions (e.g., enough, limited) are ambiguous classification
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(2) studying human mobility patterns at different spatial scales with the consider-
ation of both geographical context and social contacts; (3) investigating the com-
plex relationships among social segregation, urbanization, human mobility, and
public health. Our analysis of the literature provides several potential research
directions for further investigation of spatio-social-semantics framework. We
conclude this review paper by highlighting several core challenges that will require
interdisciplinary efforts to meet.

Addressing privacy issues when integrating semantic analysis into spatio-social
analysis. Given that semantic analysis usually happens on a very detailed level,
blending semantic analysis with spatio-social analysis puts the difficulty in col-
lecting data and privacy issue more on the spot. Current social network information
is collected either in a passive manner as by mobile phone calls and GPS trajec-
tories, or in a voluntary manner as by location-based social networks (LBSN). The
former usually yields higher spatio-temporal resolution but lacks semantic or social
information, while the latter conveys ampler semantic and social information but is
biased by selective occasions (e.g., people only post for certain purposes rather than
continuously). Daily activities that take a majority of time fall into the shortage of
data category. Dashdorj et al. (2013) enriched semantics of mobile phone dataset by
integrating POIs drawn from open geographical data and given time to day. The
low spatial resolution of cell phone data, nevertheless, is not resolved. That being
said, it is capable of demonstrating intra-urban dynamics at an aggregated level
rather than a detailed level. The voluntary data is contingent on the contributors’
willingness and agreement, which brings up concerns of data quality as any type of
volunteering geographic information (VGI) may do, as well as the urgency of
improving privacy protection.

Addressing spatial information extraction issues from semantic information.
Despite the difficulty in collecting semantics being acknowledged, attributes affil-
iated to spatial features such as keywords of Twitter posts, activity labels on tra-
jectories, and texts on LSBN provide feasible foundation for the
spatio-socio-semantic analysis. It, however, requires advanced text-mining to
identify geographical locations (Imran et al. 2016a, b). The linguistic discernment,
erroneous labelling, or inappropriate extraction of keywords lead to difficulty in
location-oriented text-mining (Karimzadeh et al. 2013; Wallgrün et al. 2014). For
example, though semantic data extraction from web and crowdsourced tracking
systems provide a faster way to extract and monitor human health behaviors
information (e.g., flu-related keywords) in the virtual space, it suffers from news
bias during the excessive news period, especially after the early stage detection
(Aramaki et al. 2011). Appropriate location-oriented text-mining approach to dis-
tinguish human health behaviors from news burst phenomenon is a key to provide
near real-time feedback to adjust and validate disease simulation models.

Developing theory, methods, and tools to consider spatial, social network, and
semantic factors simultaneously. Addressing the three aspects in the analysis at the
same time is challenging. Much attention has been paid to the integration of either
two components such as spatial-social (Mao and Bian 2010b; Wang et al. 2015;
Luo 2016), spatial-semantic (Gao et al. 2013a; Wang et al. 2016), and
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social-semantic (Liu et al. 2015b). As discussed in the chapter, urban research
requires the spatio-social-semantics integration. For example, both Guo (2007) and
Luo et al. (2018) research shed light on the necessity and feasibility of designing
sub-regional control strategies at the city scale. Current literature have already
revealed various sub-regional structures according to different human mobility data
with semantic information (Yuan et al. 2012a; Liu et al. 2016). We believe that
integrating sub-regional structures determined by both geo-social interaction and
semantic analysis into the control strategies would provide valuable insight for
designing effective pandemic control measures.

To sum up, this chapter proposes a new spatio-social-semantics framework for
urban relevant research. In addition to viewing cities as network systems consisting
of points, flows, and interactions, this framework also emphasizes the semantic
context behind individuals, locations, and connections. Spatial, social, and semantic
spaces can complement each other. The increasing availability of various datasets
capturing human interaction and movement and their spatial and semantic contexts
make the urban research with the integrated spatio-social-semantics framework
possible. Based on the data from the traditional and new sources, we are in the era
of integrating heterogeneous data sources and creating innovative analytical
approach to have a deeper and clearer understanding of our cities.
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